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1. Introduction

In this paper we characterize a homogeneous spherical space form whose

fundamental group is a binary dihedral group by means of the injectivity

radius of the exponential map. As an application of this result we show that

the fundamental group of a non-simply connected homogeneous 1/4-pinched

Riemannian manifold is isomorphic to a finitesubgroup of the special unitary

group SU(2) of degree 2. Moreover we show that the fundamental group of a

non-simply connected homogeneous 1/4-pinched Riemannian manifold whose

dimension is of 4j +1 (j > 1) is a cyclic group. As is well known, every

nontrivial finitesubgroup of SU(2) is a cyclic, binary dihedral or binary poly-

hedral group ([21]).Therefore the fundamental group of a non-simply connected

homogeneous 1/4-pinched Riemannian manifold isisomorphic to one of the finite

groups stated above.

Let M be an ra-dimensional (m > 3) complete, connected Riemannian

manifold and N an ^-dimensional (0 < n < m ―1) connected, compact sub-

manifold (without boundary) embedded in M. Let ExpN : v(N) ―>M denote the

normal exponential map of N. Here v(iV)is the total space of the normal bundle

of N in M. In the case where A7"is a point of M, v(N) stands for the tangent

space to M at that point. We denote by i(N) the injectivityradius of ExpN. It is

defined as the supremum of the set of allr > 0 for which Exp^ : vr(N) ―>･M is an

embedding, where vr(iV)is the set of allnormal vectors to N of length less than r.

The injectivityradius Inj(M) of M is then defined as Inj(M) = inf{i(x) ＼x e M}.

If M is compact, then Inj(M) is positive.

A binary dihedral group Dt is a finitegroup generated by two elements a
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and b with fundamental relations a2k = e, ak = b2 and aba = b, where 2k is the

order of a (k> 2) and e denotes the unit element of D£. In case of k = 2, D＼ is

isomorphic to the quaternion group Q%. As stated above, SU(2) contains binary

dihedral groups.

There are homogeneous spherical space forms whose fundamental groups are

binary dihedral groups. We can characterize such spherical space forms in terms

of the injectivity radius of the exponential map.

Let M denote an m-dimensional (m > 3) connected, compact, non-simply

connected Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature Km > 1. An upper

bound of Inj(M) is closely related to the fundamental group n＼(M) of M. The

diameter sphere theorem due to Grove and Shiohama ([8]) shows that Inj(M) <

n/2. Toponogov's diameter theorem implies that if Inj(M) = n/2, then M is

isometric to the m-dimensional real projective space RPm with constant curvature

1. Shiohama showed in [18] the following result. If n＼(M) ^ Z3, then Inj(M) <

n/3 and equality holds if and only if M is isometric to the lens space of constant

curvature 1. We showed in [11] that if the order of n＼(M) is not a prime, then

Inj(M) < n/A and equality holds if and only if M is a homogeneous Riemannian

manifold of constant curvature 1 and n＼(M) is isomorphic to either Z4 or QS.

Here if n＼{M) = (78, then we have m = 4/ - 1 (j > 1).

Let M be as above, and let N be an ^-dimensional (n > 1) connected,

compact, totally geodesic submanifold embedded in M such that 2n < m ― 1. We

note here that if 2n > m, then the firstrelative homotopy class n＼(M, N) is trivial,

i.e., the homomorphism 1$: n＼(N) ―≫･n＼(M) induced from the inclusion 1 : N ―>

M is surjective ([6]). In the case where n＼{M,N) is nontrivial, i.e.,i${n＼(N)) #

n＼{M), an upper bound of i{N) is closely related to n＼(M) and n＼(M,N). We

now assume that M is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold. Then we showed in

[11] that if TV is a simple closed geodesic of M which is homotopically nontrivial

and if n＼(M) is not a cyclic group, then i{N) < n/4. Here if equality holds, then

M is of constant curvature 1, m = Aj ― 1 (j > 1) and n＼(M) is a binary dihedral

group. In this result we can eliminate the assumption that N is homotopically

nontrivial. Moreover this result is also true for the case n>2. In this paper we

show the following.

Theorem A. Let M be an m-dimensional (m > 3) connected, compact, non-

simply connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature

Km > 1. Let N be an n-dimensional (n > 1) compact, connected, totally geodesic

submanifold embedded in M such that In < m ―1. Assume that n＼{M) is not a

cyclic group and that n＼(M, N) is nontrivial.Then i(N) < n/4. Here if equality
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holds, then M is of constant curvature 1, m = 4/ ― 1 (j > 1) am/ tti(M) w

isomorphic to a binary dihedral group.

As applications of Theorem A we have the following two results.

Theorem B. Let M be an m-dimensional (m > 2) connected, compact, non-

simply connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvature Km

satisfies 1 < Km < 4. Then n＼(M) is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of SU(2).

Theorem C. Let M be an m-dimensional connected,compact, non-simply

connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold whose sectionalcurvatureKM sat-

isfies1 < Km < 4. If m = Aj + 1 (j>＼), then nAM) is a cyclicgroup.

In the case where M is a non-simply connected homogeneous spherical space

form, Theorems B and C are classicalresults([21];p. 229). However, even if M is

such a spherical space form, our proof for these theorems is differentfrom one

given in [21].

The proof of the theorems stated above will be given in Sections 3 and 4.

We give in Section 5 examples of connected, compact, non-simply connected

homogeneous Riemannian manifolds with 1 < K < 4.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we always assume that all geodesies on Riemannian

manifolds are parameterized by arc-length, unless otherwise stated.

In this section we prepare lemmas which will be used in the proof of the

theorems stated in Section 1.

Throughout this section let M be an w-dimensional (m > 3) connected,

compact, non-simply connected Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvature

KM satisfiesKm > 1 and let p : V ―>M denote the universal Riemannian

covering. V is a complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature Ky > 1.

We will denote by d the distance function on V which is induced from the

Riemannian metric of V. Let Y denote the deck transformation group of V

corresponding to the fundamental group n＼{M) of M. Y acts freely on V.

By the theorem of Bonnet-Myers, the diameter d( V) of V is not greater than

n. Hence V is compact and Y is a finitegroup. Toponogov's diameter theorem

shows that d(V) = n holds if and only if V is isometric to the Euclidean unit m-

sphere Sm. By the diameter sphere theorem of Grove and Shiohama ([8]),the

diameter d(M) of M is not greater than nil. Rigidity theorem due to Gromoll
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and Grove ([7])implies that if m is odd and d(M) = n/2, then M is of constant

curvature 1.

A nonempty subset C of V is called totallyr-convex in V (r > 0) if for every

geodesic y : [0,a]―> F with y(0), y(a) e C and 0 < a < r we have j>([0,a])c C.

Let C be a connected, compact, totallyr-convex setin V whose boundary dC

is nonempty. The interior of C is a totallygeodesic submanifold embedded in V.

We set Ca = {x e C |d(x, dC) > a} (a > 0) and p = max{d(x, dC) ＼x e C}. Then

the set P)o<a< ^° consists °fone point sc, which is called the soul of C ([3]).If

C is invariant under an isometry (p of V, then $c is a fixed point of <pbecause (p

leaves dC invariant. Hence we have

Lemma 2.1. Let C be a connected, compact, totallyr-convex proper subset in

V. If C is invariant under a fixed point free isometry of V, then dim C > 1 and

dC = 0.

Let C be a compact totally7r-convex proper subset in V. If C is not arcwise

connected, then there existtwo points x, y e C such that d(x, y) > n. Then by the

theorem due to Bonnet-Myers we get d(x, y) = n. Hence V is isometric to Sm and

C consists of exactly two points. Thus we have

Lemma 2.2. Let C be a compact totallyn-convex proper subsetin V. If C

containsat least threepoints,then C is arcwise connected and dim C > 1.

Let C be a connected, compact, totally 7i-convex proper subset in V with

dim C > 1. Then any two points of C can be connected by a minimizing geodesic

in V which is contained in C.

Let A be a nonempty compact proper subset in V. We set

B = {x e V |</(*,̂ ) > tt/2}, C = {x £ V ＼d(x, B) > n/2}.

Then we shall show the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let A, B and C be as above. Let T＼be a subgroup ofT such that

fi ^ {Iv}- Assume that m(> 3) is odd. Suppose that A is invariant under F＼ and

that C and B contain connected, compact submanifolds N＼ and N2 with 1 <

dimA^i, dimA^2<m ―2, respectively.Then we have

(1) B and C are totallyn-convex in V and dB = 8C = 0.

(2) If xeB and yeC, then d(x, y) = n/2.

(3) V is isometric to Sm.
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Proof. By using the comparison theorem of Toponogov, we can show that

both B and C are totally;r-convex in V ([9],[10]). Since N＼ <= C and N2 <=B,

Lemma 2.2 shows that both B and C are arcwise connected. Since A is invariant

under T＼, B and C are also invariant under T＼. Then Lemma 2.1 implies that

8B ― dC = 0. By using again the comparison theorem of Toponogov, we obtain

that d{x, y) = n/2 for any x e B and y e C. Let pl : V ―> K/Fj be the Rie-

mannian covering of the quotient Riemannian manifold V/T＼. Since B and C are

invariant under T＼, the distance between P＼(B) and /'i(C) in V/T＼ is equal to

tt/2.Hence we have d{ V/T＼) = n/2. Since m is odd, by the rigiditytheorem ([7])

VIT＼ is of constant curvature 1, and hence V is isometric to Sm.

Lemma 2.4. Let Nq be an n-dimensional connected, compact, totallygeodesic

submanifold {without boundary) embedded in V with 1 < n < m ―2. Let T＼ be a

subgroup of T such that T＼ ^ {Iv}- Assume that m (> 3) is odd and that Nq is

invariant under T＼.If there exists a point Xo e V such that d(xo,No) > n/2, then V

is isometric to Sm.

Proof. We set

Ai=N0, B{ = {xe V＼d(x,Ai) >n/2}, Q = {x e V＼ d{x,B{) > n/2}.

Then xq e B＼ and A＼ a C＼. Both B＼ and C＼ are invariant under T＼ because T＼

leaves A＼ invariant. By using the comparison theorem of Toponogov, we conclude

that both Bi and C＼ are totally rc-convex in V ([9],[10]). We shall show that B＼ is

arcwise connected. To do that, we assume that B＼ is not arcwise connected. Since

B＼ is totally ^-convex, V is isometric to Sm and B＼ consists of exactly two points.

Hence C＼ is isometric to a great (m - 1)-sphere Si in Sm. Then A＼ is isometric

to a great ^-sphere in Sm which is contained in S＼ because A＼ is totally

geodesic in V and is contained in C＼. Since n < m - 2, there exists a point x e C＼

such that d(x,A＼) = n/2, which shows x e B＼fl C＼. This is a contradiction. Thus

B＼ is arcwise connected. Since B＼ is invariant under Fi, by Lemma 2.1 B＼ has no

boundary and dim^i > 1. Similarly C＼ has no boundary. By Frankel's theorem

([5]), we have dim^i + dim C＼ < m ― 1. Since diml?i, dim C＼ > 1, we obtain that

dim^i, dimQ <m ― 2. Applying Lemma 2.3 to the present situation, we con-

clude that V is isometric to Sm.

For each ^eFwe set T(cp) = min{d(x, (p(x))＼x e V}. Let <pe F＼{/^}. Sup-

pose that the displacement function d(-,(p(-)): V ―>R takes the minimum at xo e

V. Let a be a minimizing geodesic segment from xq to <p(xo)and a :i? ―> F the
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geodesic extension of a in the both directions.Then (p translates d, i.e.,(p(o(i))=

o{t+T{(p)) for all te R. Furthermore a : [0,kT(<p)] ―> V is a closed geodesic

where k is the order of <p.

Let Z(F) be the centralizer of F in the fullisometry group of V. M is a

homogeneous Riemannian manifold if and only if Z(F) acts transitivelyon V

([21]; p. 73). We now assume that M is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold.

Then V is also a homogeneous Riemannian manifold. Each (p e F is a Clifford

transformation of F, i.e.,the displacement function d(-,<p(-)): V ―>i? is a con-

stant function ([21]). Hence for any peF we have T{qi) = d{y,(p{y)), yeV.

Therefore for any xe M and for any [y]e ni(M,x)＼{e} we can choose a closed

geodesic as a representation of [y].

Lemma 2.5. Let M and V be as above. Assume that M is a homogeneous

Riemannian manifold. Let q>eT＼{Iv}- Let cr:[0,a]―> V be a simple closed

geodesic satisfying the conditions: (1) <r(0)= cr(a), T(cp) < a; (2) a is invariant

under cp;(3) a : [0,T{(p)]―> V is a minimizing geodesic segment between a(0)

and (p(o~(0)).Let Ta be the subgroup ofT whose any element leaves a invariant.

If T{(p) < T(i/j)for any ij/e F^lly}, then FCT is the cyclic group generated

by (p.

Proof. Let Pi be the cyclic group generated by (p and k its order where

k > 2. We put x = <r(0).Then (p translates a and we have <pJ{x)= o(jT((p))

for each j (0 < j < k ― 1) where cpJ'= q>o ･･･o cp(j times). Hence we have a =

kT{(p). For each j (0 < j < k - 1) a : ＼jT{<p),(j + l)T(q>)] -> F is a minimizing

geodesic segment between (pi{x) and (pj+l{x). Suppose that there is a ＼jje Fff＼Fi.

Since cris invariant under i/ ând F acts freely on V, we have ＼l/(x)e a((jT((p),

(j + l)r(^))) for some j (0 < j < k ―I). Since ^j = (p~jo(//leaves crinvariant

and ^j(x) e cr((O,T{(p))),we get r^) < T(<cp).This is a contradiction. Hence we

have Fff = Fi.

The following lemmas are well known results (for the proof, see [1],[2]).

Lemma 2.6. Let W be an m-dimensional (m > 3) connected, complete Rie-

mannian manifold with sectional curvature Kw < A2 (A > 0) and N a connected,

compact, totallygeodesic submanifold embedded in W such that 1 < dim N < m ―

2. Let y : [0,oo) ―> W be a geodesic. Then we have

(1) If y(a) is the first conjugate point to y(0) along y, then aX > n.

(2) If y(0) e TV and the tangent vector /(0) is orthogonal to N and if y{a) is

the firstfocal point of N along y, then 2aX > n.
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Lemma 2.7. Let W be as in Lemma 2.6. Let x and y be distinctpoints of W.

Suppose that there exist distinctminimizing geodesies o＼,O2:[0,a] ―> W from x to

y. If a = i(x) and ak < n, then <j＼'(a)= ―oiia).

Lemma 2.8. Let W and N be as in Lemma 2.6. Let x e W＼N. Suppose that

there exist distinctminimizing geodesies a＼,a2'■[0,a] ^- W from x to N. If a =

i(N) and 2aX < n, then ai'(O) = -<72'(0).

The following theorem willbe used in the proof of Theorems B and C

Theorem 2.1 ([2],[4],[12]). Let W be an m-dimensional (m > 2) connected,

complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold with 1 < Kw < 4. Then we have

(1) Inj(W)>n/2.

(2) If d{W) = n/2 and m (> 3) is odd, then W is isometric to the Euclidean

m-sphere Sm(4) with constant curvature 4.

3. Proof of Theorem A

Throughout this section let M be an ra-dimensional (m > 3) connected,

compact, non-simply connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold whose

sectional curvature Km satisfiesKm > 1 and N an w-dimensional (n > 1) con-

nected, compact, totally geodesic submanifold (without boundary) embedded in

M.

Let Zjj: n＼(N) ―>n＼(M) be the homomorphism which is induced from the

inclusion i :TV ―>M. Let n＼(M, TV) denote the firstrelative homotopy class. For

the sake of convenience we write n＼(M, N) = 0 if ijis surjectiveand n＼(M, N) ^

0 otherwise. As stated in Section 1, if 2n > m, then we have n＼(M,N) = 0.

Let p : V ― M denote the universal Riemannian covering. V is also compact

homogeneous Riemannian manifold with Ky > 1. We denote by T the deck

transformation group of Vcorresponding to n＼(M). Let To be the subgroup of T

which corresponds to i${n＼(N)).If n＼(M,N) #0, then p~l{N) has at least two

connected components and we have 2i(N) < d(N＼,N2) for any distinctconnected

components N＼ and N2 of p~l(N). Let Nq be a connected component of/?-1(iV).

Let 9?e F. Then 9?is contained in To if and only if No is invariant under cp.

For (px,...,(pk g F we will denote by r(^j,..., cpk) the subgroup of T

generated by (px,...,(pk.

In order to prove Theorem A, we prepare several lemmas.
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Lemma 3.1. Assume that T is not cyclicand Tq ―{Iy}. Then i(N) < n/4.

Here if equalityholds, then M is of constantcurvature1 and T = 08.

Proof. Assuming that i(N) > n/4, we shall show that i(N) = n/4 and

KM = 1. Let No be a connected component of p~l(N) and fix it. By the as-

sumption on To, we have (p{Nq)P＼Nq = 0 for all <peY＼{Iv}. Since F is not

cyclic, m is odd by Synge's theorem and F contains a proper subgroup. The

assumption that i(N) > n/4 implies that d(No,i//(No)) > n/2 for all ＼//e Y＼{IV}.

Let Fi be an arbitrary proper subgroup of Y. We set

A = Uer^^o), B= {xe V＼d(x,A) > n/2}, C = {x e V＼d(x,B) > n/2}.

Then A is invariant under Fi and we have i//(Nq) a B for all ＼//e Y＼Y＼. We can

apply Lemma 2.3 to the present situation. Hence the assertions (1), (2) and (3)

in Lemma 2.3 hold for the present situation. Thus M is of constant curvature 1.

Let i/re F＼Fi. By Lemma 2.3 (2), we have d(x, y) = n/2 for any x e No and y e

{//(No). This shows that T(i//) = n/2 and d(No,＼//(No)) = n/2. Hence we have

i(N) = n/4.

In the following we assume that i(N) = n/4. We shall show that F = QS. It

follows from the argument above that there exists a^ef with T(<p) ― n/2 and

T(＼//)= n/2 holds for all i//e F＼F(^). From now on we identify V with Sm and

view F as a finite subgroup of the orthogonal group O(m + 1). By homogeneity

of V, Y is a Clifford transformation group of Sm. We take a^eF with T(cpx) =

n/2 and fix it. For each x e Sm, q>x translates the great circle in Sm passing

through x and (p＼(x).Hence q>x has the properties that cpx2 = ―/ and Y((px) = Z4,

where / denotes the unit (m + l)-matrix. Each i//eY＼Y(^>i) has the properties

that T(＼//)= n/2, ＼//2= -I and F(^) ^ Z4. Let cp2e r＼F(9?,) and fix it. We have

the relations (<Pi<p2)2 = 9＼2 = <Pj2 =
~I

since <px(p2$ Y(<p{). By using these relations,

we obtain that (p＼(p2<P＼― V2 and (p2(p＼(p2= (P＼.This shows that Y(g>l,g>2) ^ QS.

We put F2 = r(^1,^2)- We now assume that F ^ Y2. Take a ^eF＼F2. Since

(px(p,(p2(pand (p＼(p2(pare not contained in F2, we obtain that ((p＼(p2(p)= (<P＼<p) =

(<p2<p)2= (p2 = (p2 = ―I. The relation ((p＼(p)2= <p2implies <P[(p<Pi= (p. By using the

relations that ((p＼(p2(p)2= (p2, (p＼(p(p＼=(p and (P＼(p2(p＼= (p2, we get ((p2(p)2=I.

This is a contradiction. Hence we have F = F2, which shows that F = 08.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Y is not cyclic and that Tq is a proper subgroup of

F. Then i{N) < n/4. Here if equality holds, then M is of constant curvature 1 and

furthermore, identifying V with Sm and viewing T as a finitesubgroup of 0(m + 1),

we have
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we fix a connected component iVo of

p~l(N). Then No is invariant under Fq. Suppose that i(N) > n/4. We shall show

that i(N) = n/4 and KM = 1. We set

A = N0, B={xeV＼d(x,A)>n/2}, C = {x e V|d(x,B) > n/2}.

Let y＼ie r＼F0. We have <i(7V0,HNo)) > n/2 because i(N) > n/4. Thus we have

i^(7V0) cz B for all i//e T＼Fq. The order of T is greater than 2 since To is a proper

subgroup of F. Hence m (> 3) is odd by Synge's theorem. By applying Lemma

2.3 to the present situation, we conclude that i(N) = n/4 and KM = 1. From now

on we assume that i(N) = n/4. By Lemma 2.3, both B and C are totally geodesic

submanifolds of V without boundary and we obtain d(x, y) = n/2 for any x e B

and y e C. We identify V with Sm and view F as a finite subgroup of O(m + 1).

Then jVo is a great ^-sphere in Sm and B is a great (m ―n― 1)-sphere in Sm.

Hence we have No = C hy the definition of C. Let ＼]/e F＼Fo. Since ＼Jj(No)cz B

and ＼j/is a Clifford transformation, we have r(t^) = n/2. Let xe No. Then ^

translates the great circle in Sm passing through x and ＼l/(x).Hence ＼l/2(x)= ―x e

TVo- Since F acts freely on Sm and ij/2leaves TVo invariant, we obtain that i//2=

-/ e Fo and F(^) ^ Z4. This shows (1). Next we shall show (2). Let ＼jj£F＼F0

and (p e Fo. We may assume that <p # +/. Since i//^ e F＼F0, we have (i/^)2 =

＼j/= ―/. From the relation (＼b(p) ― ＼f/, we get (p＼j/(p= i/'.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T and Tq satisfy the same hypotheses as in Lemma

3.2 and that i(N) = n/4. Then To is a cyclic group of order 2k {k > 1).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we can identify Fwith Sm. Then T can be viewed as

a finite subgroup of O(m + 1). Let Nq be a connected component of p~l(N) and

fix it. Then Nq is a great ≪-sphere in Sm and is invariant under To. We may

assume that NQ = Sn = SmnRn+l. We take a^e ro＼{/} such that T{^fx) <

T((p) for all (peTo＼{I}. We shall show that To = r(*Ai)- We first assume that

＼jjx= ―/. Since r(^j) = n, we have T(<p) = n for all <pe Fo＼{/}. This implies that

r0 = {/,ij/i} = r(i^j). We next assume that ＼＼ix# -/. In case of n=＼, by

Lemma 2.5 To is the cyclic group generated by ＼J/l.From now on, let n>2. Let

C＼ be the great circle in S" which contains xo and i//l(xo). Then C＼ is invariant

under ＼jj{.Since T{＼jjx)< n, the order of To is greater than 2. Hence n (> 3) is odd

by Synge's theorem. Let n = 2q + 1, q > 1. Since -/ e To and (-/)(Ci) = Cu by
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Lemma 2.5 there exists the smallest positiveinteger k >2 such that {^＼)k― ―I.

Hence the order of F(i/^1)is equal to 2k. Let xo e No and ＼l/2e r＼Fo, and fix

them. Lemma 3.2 shows that (i/^)2 = ―/ e To and <p＼l/2(p= ^2 f°ra^ 9 e ^o- Let

<j?ero＼{±/,1/^}. Since ＼^i^29and 1/^2 are not contained in r0, by Lemma 3.2

(1) we have the relation (iAi*/^)2 = (1Ai</'2)2-̂Y combining this with the relation

^2^? = i^2j we obtain (p＼jjx= ＼jjx(p.Then there exists a complex vector £e Sn c

C9+1 which is a common eigenvector of 9? and 1/^.Let C2 be the great circlein

S" determined by £and if where f is the conjugate vector of £in C?+1. Then C2

is invariant under g>and 1/^.By Lemma 2.5 we have ^eF^). Hence we have

r0 = r(t/^i).Thus Fq is the cyclic group of order 2k generated by i/fi(k > I).

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that T and Y$ satisfythe same hypotheses as in Lemma

3.2 and that i(N) = n/4. Then T ^ D* (s>2).

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we may identify V with Sm and view F as a finite

subgroup of O(m+l). We take a il/l eTo＼{Iv} such that T{＼l/X) <T{(p) for

all (p e Fo＼{/f}. As we have shown in Lemma 3.3, To is a cyclic group generated

by i/^ with order 2k (k > 1) and (i^)* = -/. Let ＼j/2e T＼Tq. It follows from

Lemma 3.2 that (＼ji2)2= ―/, iAi*A2<Ai = ^2 an(* r(^2) = Z4. We first consider

the case k >2. Then we have r(^l5i^2) = jD^. We shall show that F = F(i//1, i/^2).

To do that, we assume that there exists a ^ r＼r(^,^2). Since i/^2 ^ F(i^1) and

i/^2^ ^ F(i^1,i^2), by Lemma 3.2 we obtain that ≪Ai*A2*Ai = ^2? ^iV^i = <P and

il/＼＼l/2(p^i= ^2^- ^y using these relations, we get (i//j) =/. This is a contra-

diction because (i/^) = / and k > 2. Thus we have F = F(^1,!^2). Next let us

consider the case k = 1. Then 1/^ = ―/ and Fo <= T(＼]/2). We take a^e F＼F(^2).

By Lemma 3.2 (1) we obtain that (*A2iA3)2 = (i^)2 = (^i)1 =
~^-

These relations

yield that iI/2＼I/2iIj2= i^3 and il/3＼J/2il/3= y＼i2.Hence we have F(^2, ＼J/2)s Q&. By the

same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can show that F = F(i//2, ＼j/3).Thus

we have F ^ D* (s>2).

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that T is not a cyclic group and that Tq ^ T. If i(N) =

7z;/4,then m = Aj-＼ (j > 1).

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, V is isometricto Sm and T isisomorphic

to D* (s>2). In the case where To is trivial,T is isomorphic to (?8.If To is

nontrivial,then To is a cyclicgroup of order 2k (k > 1) by Lemma 3.3. We

identify V with Sm and view T as a finitesubgroup of O(m + 1). As we have

shown in the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4,we can choose a generator{(Pi,<p2}
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of r as follows. In the case where Fo = {/} or To = {/, -/}, (px and <p2have the

properties that T{(p{) = T(<p2) = n/2 and (p{(p2(pi= <P2, ViViVi = <P＼-If tne order

of To is greater that 2, then <px is a generator of To and T{(px) = tt/& (k>2),

T((p2) = n/2. In this case (px and 9?2 satisfy the relations (p＼(p2(p＼= <Pi->{<P＼) =

((p2)2 = -/. Let x e 5>m. For ^- (/ =1,2) let Q be the great circle in Sm passing

through x and g>{(x). Then Q is invariant under ^-, /= 1,2. Let C^ = (p2(Ci).

Since r(^2) = tt/2 and ^2 ^ ^(^j), we have C＼D C3 = 0. The relations (p＼(p2<P＼=

<p2 and (<^2)2 = -/ imply that ^(C3) = C3 and ^2(C3) = (-/)(Ci) = Q. Let W/

be the 2-dimensional subspace in Rm+l such that Q = WiV＼Sm (i = 1,2,3). We

set W4 = W＼ c Wi. Then W^ is contained in W＼ and both ^} and (p2 leave FF4

invariant. Since T is generated by (px and 9?2, FF4 is F-invariant. Hence for any

x e Sm there exists a F-invariant 4-dimensional subspace of Rm+1 containing x.

Thus Rm+l can be expressed as a direct sum of F-invariant 4-dimensional sub-

spaces, which implies that m = 4y - 1 (/ > 1).

Proof of Theorem A. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show thati(N) < n/4. Suppose

i(N) = n/4. Then M is of constant curvature1. Moreover Lemmas 3.1,3.4 and

3.5 imply that nAM) ^ D* (s > 2) and m = 4/ - 1 (i > 1).

4. Proof of Theorems B and C

First of allwe state a theorem which willbe used in the proof of Theorem C.

Theorem 4.1 ([11]). Let M be an m-dimensional (m > 3) connected, compact,

non-simply connected Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature KM > 1.

Suppose that the order of n＼(M) is not a prime. Then Inj(M) < n/4. If equality

holds, then M is of constant curvature 1 and ni(M) is isomorphic to either Z4 or

08. Here if m(M) ^ 08, then m = 4/ - 1 (/ > 1).

Throughout this section let M denote an ra-dimensional (m > 3) connected,

compact, non-simply connected homogeneous Riemannian manifold whose

sectional curvature Km satisfies1 < Km < 4. If m is even, then n＼(M) is iso-

morphic to Z2 by Synge's theorem. In the following we assume that m (>3) is

odd, unless otherwise stated. Then M is orientable. Let p : V ―>M be the

universal Riemannian covering and T the deck transformation group corre-

sponding to n＼(M). Let G denote the identity connected component of the full

isometry group of M. G is a compact Lie group with respect to the compact open

topology. G also acts on M transitively.We take an xq g M and fix it in the
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following. Let H be the isotropy subgroup of G at xo. The action T : G x M ―≫

M ((^,x) h^ ^(x)) on M on the left induces a diffeomorphism *F : G/if ―>Af

Lemma 4.1. Let G and H be as above. If dim H = 0, then S3 is a covering

space of M and T is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of SU(2).

Proof. We identify M with G/H. By assumption, H is a finitesubgroup of

G. Hence the natural projection px : G ―>G/H is a covering map. Let G be the

universal covering Lie group of G with covering homomorphism p2. Then

p := pl o /j2: G ―>■G/i/ is a universal covering map and F is isomorphic to

P2l(H). Hence G is compact. Let g be the Riemannian metric on G induced from

that of G/H by p. Then a is a left invariant metric on G and each sectional

curvature K of (G,g) satisfies1 < K < 4.

Theorem 2.1), G is isomorphic to SU(2)

By a theorem due to Wallach ([20];

as a Lie group. This completes the

proof.

In what follows we assume that dim H > 1. Any nontrivial one-parameter

subgroup of H induces a nontrivial Killing vector field on M which vanishes at

jco.Let X be a nontrivial Killing vector fieldon M vanishing at xq. Let L be the

set of allpoints of M at which X vanishes. Each connected component of L is a

compact totallygeodesic submanifold (without boundary) embedded in M whose

codimension is even ([13]; p. 59). Hence the dimension of each connected com-

ponent of L is odd since m is odd.

Under the condition that 1 < Km < 4, L has the following properties.

Lemma 4.2. Let M and L be as above. Then

(1) L is connected.

(2) L is totallyn/2-convex in M.

(3) i(L) > tt/4.

Proof. Suppose that L is disconnected. Let Li,...,Ls (s > 2) be the distinct

connected components of L. By exchanging indices if necessary, we may assume

that d{L＼,L?) < d(Lj,Lj), I < i < j < s. Let a :[0,a] ―>M be a minimizing

geodesic segment between L＼ and L2 such that a(0) e L＼ and o(a) e L2 where a =

d{L＼,L-i).Then X is a Jacobi fieldalong a which vanishes at <r(0)and a{a). We

note here that Xdoes not vanish at a(t),0 < t < a. Since KM < 4, by Lemma 2.6

(1) we get a > nil. Hence we have d(M) = a = nil because d(M) < nil. By the
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rigidity theorem ([7], [11]), M is of constant curvature 1 because Km > 1 and m is

odd. Since a(a) is the first conjugate point to <r(0) along a, it must be a = n. This

is a contradiction, which implies (1).

Let y:[0,b]―>M be a geodesic segment such that y(0), y(b) e L and

y([0,b]) <£L. Since X is a nontrivial Jacobi field along y, we have b > n/2 by

Lemma 2.6 (1). This proves (2).

To show (3), we suppose that r := i(L) < n/4. Let x be a cut point of L with

d(x,L) = r. It follows from Lemma 2.6 (2) that for each geodesic y : [0, oo) ―> M

emanating orthogonally from L y(r) is not a focal point of L along 7. Hence

there exist distinct minimizing geodesies o＼,02
■
[0,r] ―>･M from x to L. By

Lemma 2.8 we have cr2'(0)= -cri'(O). Thus there exists a geodesic a : [0,2r] ―> M

such that (j(0), <r(2r) e L and cr((0,2r)) PlL = 0. Since L is totally 7r/2-convex in

M, we have 2r > n/2, which is a contradiction. This shows (3).

Let L be as above. By homogeneity of M, L is a homogeneous Riemannian

manifold ([141;p. 60).

Lemma 4.3. M contains an embedded, connected, compact, totally geodesic

submanifold N [without boundary) with the following properties:

(1) dim TV is either I or 3.

(2) It is totallyn/2-convex in M.

(3) i{N) > n/A.

(4) If dim7V = 3, then any nontrivial Killing vector field on N nowhere

vanishes.

Proof. Let L be as above. As stated above, dimL is odd and codim L is

even. In the case where dim L = 1, we let N = L. Then the claim follows from

Lemma 4.2. In the following we assume that dimL > 3. We firstconsider the

case where any nontrivial Killing fieldon L nowhere vanishes. Then the isotropy

subgroup of the isometry group of L at xo is a discretegroup. Lemma 4.1 shows

dimL = 3. Setting N = L, we obtain a submanifold with the required properties.

Next let us consider the case where there exists a nontrivial Killing vector fieldX＼

on L vanishing at some point. Let L＼ be the set of all points of L at which X＼

vanishes. Then dimLi is odd and dimLj >＼.L＼ has the properties (1),(2) and

(3) in Lemma 4.2 as a submanifold of L. Since L is totally7r/2-convex in M, so is

L＼. Moreover L＼is a connected, compact, totally geodesic submanifold (without

boundary) embedded in M. By the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 (3),

we obtain i{L＼)> n/A as a submanifold of M. If dimLi > 3, then in L＼ we can
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carry out the same argument as above. By repeating the argument above, we

obtain a submanifold N of M which has the required properties.

From now on let N denote a connected, compact, totally geodesic sub-

manifold (without boundary) embedded in M with the properties stated in

Lemma 4.3. Since M is homogeneous, we may assume that xq e N. N is also a

homogeneous Riemannian manifold. Let G＼ be the identity connected component

of the isometry group of TV and H＼ the isotropy subgroup of G＼ at xo- G＼is a

compact Lie group and acts transitivelyon N.

With the notations stated above, we have

Lemma 4.4. Assume that dim7V = 3. Then

(1) H＼ is a finite group.

(2) N is covered by S^.

(3) n＼(N) is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of SU(2).

Proof. If dimH＼ > 1, then each nontrivial one-parameter subgroup of H

induces a nontrivial Killing vector field which vanishes at xq. This contradicts

Lemma 4.3 (4). Hence dimH＼ = 0 and H＼ is a finitegroup. Then (2) and (3)

follow from (1) and Lemma 4.1.

The following is evident.

Lemma 4.5. If dimN = 1 and n＼{M,N) = 0, then T is a cyclic group.

From Theorem A and Lemma 4.3 we have

Lemma 4.6. If n＼(M, N) # 0, then T is isomorphic to either a cyclic group or

a binary dihedral group. Moreover if n＼(M, N) # 0 and T is a binary dihedral

group, then m = 4j ―1 (j > 1).

Proof. Suppose that T is not cyclic.Theorem A and Lemma 4.3 (3) imply

that i(N) = 7c/4. Then Theorem A shows that T ^ D* (s > 2) and m = 4/ - 1

C/>i)-

Lemma 4.7. Suppose that dim TV = 3 and n＼(M,N) = 0. Then n＼{M) =

Proof. Let i$: m(N,xo) ― it＼(M,xo) be the homomorphism induced from

the inclusion i : N ―>M. We take an x＼e p~1(xq) and fix it. By assumption, it

sufficesto show that zjjis injective.To do that, we suppose that ker^ # {e}. Let

[y]e keriA{e}. By assumption, N := p~l(N) is connected and F-invariant. Let y :
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[0,a] ―> V be the lift of y emanating from x＼. Since y is homotopic to the point

curve xq in M, y is a loop in N. Hence N is not simply connected since y is

homotopically nontrivial in N. Thus the intrinsic diameter of N is not greater

than n/2 ([8]). Therefore we have d(z, w) < n/2 for any z, w e N. Let x, y be

points of V such that af(.x,>>) = d(V). Then we have d(x, y) > n/2 because 1 <

KM <4 (Theorem 2.1 (1)). We shall show that d(x,y) ―n/2. By homogeneity

of V we may assume that x e N. If y e N, then d(x, y) = 7r/2. Let y $ N. If

d(y,N) >n/2, then by applying Lemma 2.4 to the present situation we conclude

that V is isometric to Sm. Since iV"is totally geodesic, it is isometric to S3, which

contradicts that N is non-simply connected. Thus we have d(y, N) < n/2. Let

g＼: [0,a] ―> V be a minimizing geodesic between iV and _y such that o＼(0) e TV

and o＼(a) = y where 0 < a < n/2. Let 02 : [0,b] ―>■TV be a minimizing geodesic in

TV" from <ti(0) to x where 0 < b < n/2. Then <7i'(0)is orthogonal to (72'(0). By

applying Toponogov's comparison theorem to the hinge (<7＼,a2,n/2), we obtain

d(x, y) < n/2. Hence it must be d(x, y) = n/2. Thus we have d{ V) = n/2. By

Berger's minimal diameter theorem (Theorem 2.1 (2)), V is isometric to m-sphere

Sm{4) with constant curvature 4. Then N is isometric to 3-sphere S3(4) with

constant curvature 4 because N is totally geodesic in V. This is a contradiction.

Thus we have ker/j = {e}, which shows that n＼(M) ^ n＼(N).

Lemma 4.8. Suppose that dimiV = 3 and that there exists a <pe G such that

tp(N) # N and q>(N) C＼N ^ 0. Moreover assume that T is not cyclic. Then m =

4/-1 (y>2).

Proof. Let N＼ be a connected component of <p(N) flN. From the property

of N (Lemma 4.3 (2)),JV"iis totally7r/2-convex in M. Moreover N＼is a compact,

totallygeodesic submanifold (without boundary) embedded in M. Since dim N =

3 and <p(N) =£N, we have dimN＼ < 2. By the same way as in the proof of

Lemma 4.2 (3), the inequality i(N＼)> n/4 holds as a submanifold of M. We first

assume that dimTVi = 0. By homogeneity of M we obtain that Inj(M) > n/4.

Since T is not cyclic,Theorem 4.1 shows that Inj(M) ― n/4 and m = 4j―＼

(j > 2). If dimiVi = 1, then n＼(M,N＼) ^ 0 because T is not cyclic.If dimTVi = 2,

then the order of ni(N＼) is at most two, which implies n＼(M,N＼) ^ 0. Hence we

have n＼{M,N＼) ^ 0 if 1 < dimA^i < 2. Then Theorem A shows that m = 4j ― 1

C/>2).

As a consequence of Lemma 4.8, we have

Lemma 4.9. Assume that m = 5 and dimiV = 3. Then T is a cyclicgroup.
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Proof. Suppose that F is not cyclic.Let x e M＼N. By homogeneity of M,

there exists a, tpe G such that q>(xo)= x. Clearly, we have q>(N) # A''.It follows

from our assumption and Frankel's theorem ([5]) that tp(N) C＼N ^ 0. Then

Lemma 4.8 shows that m = 4/ ― 1 (j > 2), which is a contradiction. Thus F is a

cyclic group.

We shall prove Theorems B and C. We use the same notations as above.

Proof of Theorem B. Let N be as above. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 it suffices

to consider the case where dim TV = 3 and n＼{M,N) = 0. It follows from Lemmas

4.4 (3) and 4.7 that T is isomorphic to a finitesubgroup of SUC2).

Proof of Theorem C. We suppose that T is not cyclic.Let TV"be as above.

Since m = 4/ + 1 (j>＼), Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 imply that dim TV = 3 and

n＼(M, TV) = 0. By Lemma 4.9 we may assume that m = Aj + 1 > 9. It follows

from Lemma 4.8 that <p{N) H TV = 0 or <p(N) = TV for all q>e G. Thus we have

<p(N) = TV for all <pe H. Let T (<= TXo M) be the tangent space to TV at jco.Let

(p,＼J/e G be such that (p(xo) = ij/(xo).Since ^(TV) = i//(N), we have {d(p)X(j{T)=

(d＼l/)Xo(T).Hence the action "F : G x M ―>■M ((^,jc)i-^ ^(x)) induces a smooth

field of 3-planes on M. This field of 3-planes can be lifted to V. Since V is

homeomorphic to S4j+l by the sphere theorem ([2],[8]),there exists a continuous

field of 3-planes on S4j+l. But thisis a contradiction because S4j+l does not

admit a continuous fieldof 3-planes ([191; p. 144). Therefore F is a cyclic group.

5. Examples

We give examples of connected, compact, non-simply connected homoge-

neous Riemannian manifolds whose sectionalcurvature K satisfies5A < K < A,

where A and S are positiveconstants and 1/4 <S < 1. These manifolds are

obtained as quotient spaces of Berger spheres.

5.1.By using the formula given in [15] we see that SU{2) admits a left

invariant Riemannian metric whose sectionalcurvature K satisfies8A < K < A.

Let F be a nontrivialfinitesubgroup of SU(2). Then the quotient space M :=

SU(2)/T is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold with sectionalcurvature

SA < KM < A.

5.2.Let HPm be the quaternion projectivespace with the standard Rie-

mannian metric whose sectionalcurvature K satisfies1 < K < 4 where m > 2.
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The symplectic group Sp(m+ 1) acts transitivelyon HPm as an isometry group.

Fix an x e HPm. The isotropy subgroup of Sp(m +1) at x is Sp(m) x Sp(l). Let

Vr denote the geodesic hypersphere in HPm with radius r and center x, 0 < r <

n/2. Vr is diffeomorphic to S4m~l. The principal curvatures of Vr with respect to

the inner unit normal are 2 cot 2r and cot r whose multiplicityare 3 and Am ―4

respectively. Let Ka be an arbitrary sectional curvature of Vr with the metric

induced from HPm. By using the equation of Gauss, we obtain 1 +4cot22r <

Ka < 4 + cot2 r. Thus there exists an r such that 0 < r < n/2 and 4(1 + 4 cot2 r)>

4 + cot2r. Let r be such a positive. Since HPm is a two point homogeneous

Riemannian manifold, Sp{m) x Sp{＼) acts transitivelyon Vr as an isometry

group. Let To be a nontrivial finitesubgroup of Sp{＼). Then T := {/} x To acts

freely on Vr. Since Sp(m) x {/} acts on Vr transitivelyand Sp(m) x {/} <= Z(F),

the quotient space M = Vr/T is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold ([21];

p. 73). Then all sectional curvature KM of M satisfy SA < KM < A, where

A = 4 + cot2r and 3 = (1 + 4cot2 2r)/(4 + cot2 r).

5.3. For the complex projectivespace CPm with 1 < K < 4 the same method

as in 5.2 givesus non-simply connected homogeneous Riemannian manifolds M

with 8A < KM < A whose fundamental groups are cyclicgroups.
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